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PRESIDENT’S PAGE
It never ceases to amaze me how time flies as the years roll
by.
Most members would have had a busy three or four months
as the weather has been so changeable.
As we roll into Autumn the temperatures have been cooler and hopefully the
rains come and growth will put everyone into winter with adequate feed
reserves.
Cattle prices have been very good over the last 12 months and it will continue
in the near future.
We had the pleasure of Dan and Mary-Jo Schmiesing from America visiting us
in early February and they had a tour of some Wairarapa herds. Thanks to
Robin Thomson and Anne Blackler for bringing them to see us and
transporting them whilst in New Zealand.
Thanks to Robert McLeod and Kirsty Loveday for putting on a BBQ for them
and the Wairarapa breeders, it was much appreciated.
Our annual herd tour starts Sunday 14 th April and I trust all who are attending
have booked their accommodation by now. It promises to be a good tour as
it's the first time that I can remember going to Hawkes Bay.
As we need a lot of new members if we are to move ahead I would like all
members to try and find some new breeders to add to our list.
Finally I look forward to seeing you at our annual tour and AGM.

Graeme Evans
President
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SECRETARY’S SAY
Our 2019 AGM & Herd Tour in the Tararua/Sthn Hawkes Bay area
is almost upon us. I do hope many of you will be taking a break
from the farm and joining us for a few days, for our annual “catch
up”. You still have until 29th March to get any remits to me.
Minutes of the 2018 AGM were posted to all members last year. If you do not
have a copy and would like one, please phone or email me and I will get them
to you.
Herd Reports: It is always enjoyable learning what other breeders are doing
and even if you are not attending this year’s AGM, it would be nice to get your
report. Please email it to me by 11th April. Include information about herd
numbers, breeding, weather, good and not-so-good experiences.
The annual Herd Book will be produced soon and delivered to those attending
the herd tour, or posted to others later in April. I have not heard from the
Australian Red Poll Association yet about their Red Poll Annual – which I
usually order by now. You can go on to their website (redpoll.org.au) and
read it there.
Looking forward to catching up with many of you in April.
This is my last report as Secretary. I feel 10 years is long enough!
Remit for 2019 AGM: (from the Executive).
That Rule 1l. read “All bulls used for siring registered cattle are to be
DNA profiled”

Anne McSweeney
282 Woodside Road,
R.D.21, Geraldine. 7991
Ph 036938862
Email: redpolls@slingshot.co.nz
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98TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & HERD TOUR,
TARARUA & SOUTHERN HAWKES BAY
Sunday 14th April to Tuesday 16th April, 2019
Sunday 14th: 11.00am
Arrive at Kelvin & Kath Lane’s, 201 Kaihinau Road, east of Shannon, for herd
viewing, lunch and good conversation. Lunch will be provided by Kath and
Kelvin.
Travel on to Athol and Betty Sowry’s Athbey herd – 336 Valley Road, (right off
Pinfold Road; (or left off Condoit Road if coming from Hawke’s Bay),
Woodville.
Accomodation: Fergussons Motor Lodge, 11 Peel St., Waipukurau
06 858 5221 (in case you get lost! – Editor)
Executive Meeting: to be held at 5pm in the President’s unit.
Monday 15th: 9.00am: Leave Waipukurau to visit Andrew & Ruth Pinfold’s
Woodham Rye herd, Totaranui, 529 Blackburn Road, Onga Onga and from
there to Kokako Farms (Bruce Nimon) herd at 680 Ohiti Road, R D 9,
Hastings, stopping for lunch along the way (Back out to SH 50, carry on north
and turn off at Onga Onga – short distance to cafe/garage on right in
township.) (According to their website the Tikikino Pub, SH50, is shut on
Mondays)
Accommodation & Annual Dinner: Porters Boutique Hotel, 4 Te Aute
Road, Havelock North. 06 877 1234
Tuesday 16th April: 9.00am;
Annual General Meeting of the NZ Red Poll Cattle Breeders’
Association to be held in the Exchange Room of Porters Hotel.
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NZ Red Poll Cattle Breeders Association
98th Annual General Meeting Tuesday 16th April 2019, 9.00am
AGENDA
Welcome
Herd Reports
Apologies
Minutes of the 97th Annual General Meeting
Matters Arising
President’s Report
Financial Report
R A S Report
Election of Officers
Correspondence
Motion from the Executive: That due to the general dissatisfaction with
Rule 1l the Executive move “That the rule reverts to “All bulls used for
siring registered cattle are to be DNA profiled”
Matters From the Executive meeting
World Congress – South Africa 2020
General Business
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FROM THE EDITOR
Hi Everyone,
Again thanks to those who contributed to this newsletter. The
Red Poll congress write ups finish with this newsletter so I hope
you will all come to the party with reports next time or it will be a
very slender read!
Don’t forget the old saying that a picture is worth a thousand words – so send
me photos! Preferably with captions that explain which animal/s or person
/people it is.

Helen
A BIT OF HISTORY #1
The photo below is of Woodburn Waterline, kindly sent to me by Ian Fleming.
It is from an ad in the NZ Stud Stock Journal [date unkown] for sheep, cattle
and Clydesdale horses at Otahuna, Christchurch – home of Sir Heaton
Rhodes.
Waterline was the Champion Bull calved prior to 1st July, 1932 at the Hastings
Royal Show in 1935.
This bull was bred by the Hon. TH
Payne, Woodburn, Kilmore, Victoira.
He was descended from English
registered animals on both sides of
his pedigree. His sire, Whiteway
Wiseman, was imported by the Hon
TH Payne in 1927. He was by
Necton
Gloucester
from
Framlingham Proud Lass. Woodburn
Persic, the dam of Woodburn
Waterline was first in her class and
Reserve Champion female at Melbourne Show in 1927. She was imported in
utero, her dam Dallingham Fairy 4th being one of six Red Poll hoefers that Hon
TH Payne imported from England in 1923. Those who went on the tour to
Australia will remember going to Payne’s where a Red Poll herd is still in
existence, run comercially since 1981.
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PATRON’S PAGE I
“In this world nothing can be said to be certain except death
and taxes.” Benjamin Franklin
That learned American politician was absolutely correct and
eons have proved the point. Ancient Chinese moguls levied taxes and since
then every civilization has ensured that tribute has been paid.
With that in mind it comes as no surprise to note that the current government
is looking at possible tweaking to the current tax regimes in this country.
Like all such proposals the matter will be hotly debated by those who may be
directly affected and by those who are not. There is nothing like an issue
which affects the wallet to engender a response.
That aside, as a small nation, which sees itself as being a fully-fledged part of
the modern world, we must, or should, always consider just how we will fund
the infrastructure and services which we aspire to. In the end we have few
options. We can use the cash approach where tax income is directly disbursed
to fund the functions of government or we can borrow money in the hope that
future generations of taxpayers will be able to repay such loans or we can use
a mixture of both.
For those of us who make a living from primary production we become one of
the major contributors to the tax take. We all knew that when we got into
farming and we all know that such a regime will continue. What we did not
know was that one of our major investments in a farm would be subject to a
Capital Gains Tax so most of us have seen our work in developing our major
asset as our retirement fund and we have tuned that to the tax laws of the
day. Now we are faced with the possibility of losing a major proportion of that
investment should we “cash up”.
It is at this point that I reflect on those words of Benjamin Franklin on both
counts.

Robin Shepherd QSO.
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PATRON’S PAGE II
Christchurch folks are rather numb at the moment with the
terrible attack on the mosques that took place in the last few
days. I don’t really think the world is becoming a better place to
live in.
I understand the next International Red Poll Congress is going ahead in South
Africa. I do hope some of you will be able to attend. It is really just like
catching up with extended family when one goes on these tours. No doubt
there will be plenty of interest in seeing the type of Red Polls being bred in
South Africa nowadays and some of you who have been before will enjoy
revisiting studs you saw last time and seeing their stock.
We won’t be able to come along to the NZ AGM but please accept our “best
wishes” for a successful meeting and Herd Tour from Eleanor and me.

Peter Fleming

Hand painted Red
Poll wine glasses at
the cookout at
Stonebrook Farm
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Dawn Mist Report
The recent tragic shooting event in Christchurch has shocked us all. How can
one person cause so much fear, grief and heartache in a such a few horrific
minutes? I think the one good thing that may come of this, is that we will all
in future take a second look as we pass people of different cultures and smile
and say, “Hi”, instead of simply passing on by.
After having the wettest November/December since we’ve been here, we then
had almost the driest January/February – there’s just no predicting how the
seasons will pan out, so it doesn’t pay to plan too far ahead. Baleage was
made later than usual and crops went in late, but have surprisingly
germinated well. The cattle are all looking good and some very good bull
calves have been weaned. The heifer calves will be weaned in a few weeks.
Mike is working off farm a lot at various building jobs and when he is home,
he’s fencing or tree planting and in general keeping busy.
My life is filled with my three “G’s” – Grandchildren, Gardening and Golf!
Looking forward to catching up with many of you soon

Anne & Mike McSweeney
A BIT OF HISTORY #2
RED POLL CATTLE - Bay of Plenty Times 20 May 1931
National Library, Papers Past
At the last Melbourne Royal Show eight pairs of steers representing
the Shorthorn, Hereford, Polled Angus and Red Poll breeds, were
entered in Class 297 – Pair of Steers under 36 months suitable for
Beef Export Trade. The Red Poll pair won with 95 points out of a
possible 100, on a purely beef test, but the interesting thing is that
both were bred from cattle with production records or backing in
excess of 7,000lb milk and 300lb fat.
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OPOUTERE REPORT
At time of writing on 1st March we, like most of New Zealand, are starting to
look fairly dry.
Our last decent rain was on Boxing Day; sure we have had two lots of light
rain since then, but not really enough to do much good.
We had so much growth in the October, November, December period, and
managed to make 180 big bales of silage and sixty big bales of hay. There is
still a bit of rough feed around for the cows and the odd clump of paspalum,
so all stock are looking well.
We have 10, eighteen month unmated heifers, these heifers are identified but
not registered at this stage. If anyone is interested in some of these cattle for
breeding, they can contact us.
Looking forward to catching with everyone up at our Herd Tour in April.

Helen & Allan

FOR SALE
Red Poll heifers, 18 months old, unmated. Ten available.
Eligible for registration.
Contact: Alan & Helen Bridson, Opoutere Stud
07 865 8642
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KAIHINAU REPORT
Kelvin and I send our greetings to you all.
Already into March and a real autumn feel, longer nights and brisk mornings
with heavy dews.
Hopefully the eczema danger is being lowered by cooler temperatures at
night. Also a SW wind change brings cooler temperatures.
This year we have had good grass cover and more seasonal baleage and hay
has been made.
Kelvin thinks the farm has carry-on effects from the exceptional wet spring 2
years ago.
The cattle are in better condition than last year, and the intention is to wean
by the middle of May, earlier than last year.
John at Pongaroa has 51 calves while we have 50 calves here on the home
farm.
As we come into arrangements for the herd tour, we are looking forward to
seeing you again.
The photo (below) shows a cow bought up from McSweeney’s, 5 years ago as
a weaner, with her 3rd calf.

Kath and Kelvin Lane
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RANGITIHI REPORT
It is one of the facts of life that change is inevitable. Gena and I for many
years have considered that our herd was the most northerly but now Jamie
and Kaye Heaven have that claim with their herd on their block at Kaingaroa.
We have had a dry summer along with much of the country. The rain around
Christmas was welcome as was 40 mm in February but long periods of high
day-time temperatures with drying winds has had a major effect. The kikuyu
and paspalum have survived where there has been a little residual moisture
which is a blessing. Luckily we have had access to stock water but gardens
and our orchard have all needed watering to survive. The stock is looking fine.
Red Poll cattle are definitely heat tolerant though they do appreciate shade
which we have in all paddocks. Dry weather has advantages when looking to
have heavy machinery working in what are usually wet spots. Last summer
was so wet we could not use heavy machinery in some places.
Our current crop of calves is bonny. There have been two calving runs with
one late in the year and the other in January/February with just one late cow
to go. We will be selling all of the 30 calves as we are well stocked with
replacements with three lovely yearling heifers and six stunning two-year olds.
Unfortunately our bull sprained a back leg so he is recuperating but we have
managed to cover his workload with an off-field substitute.
We have two lovely yearling bulls which we have not registered but should
sell well locally.
Gena and I will sadly not be enjoying the herd tours and AGM as we certainly
do not have the energy we once had. We wish the tour well and similarly for
the AGM.

Gena & Robin Shepherd
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RIVER VALLEY FARM’S REPORT

Feb 2019

So we thought that not doing mixed bred calves this year would make things
a bit slow and boring!!! Ha Ha. just as busy anyways. Spending some of that
extra time making repairs to
the weatherboards and started
to paint over the gross fluro
green red and light blue
colours of our house No
joke!!! Paint must have been
on “super special” (like FREE)
or someone was extremely
colour blind. Heck nothing that
a year of painting won’t fix….
Even last year’s calves are
watching with pleasure as the work is progressing, so proud of the reds as
you can see in the photo the
black white faces are 4-5
months older but the reds are
such a strong breed for size
and weight, there is not a lot of
difference.
Our run off only has Red Polls
as we dreamt and “Stravin
Marvin”, the freezer boy, of
course!!!
Both herds are all doing very well considering the dry hot season we are all
having.
Here at River Valley we are doing the usual dance- when it is cold wet and
flooding we are running around staying come on summer but now that it is
hot dry and scarce- we are praying for some winter and rain, what do they
mean farmers are a demanding bunch….
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This season we have had a
couple of calves still born, but
perfectly formed, we also lost
our much loved “Glitter” the
only milking cow left. However,
because she took a liking to
Orwell - we were blessed with
a beautiful little heifer (that
looks nothing like Glitter - Red
Poll through and through) so
we have hand reared “Sparkle” to 5 weeks in the indoor pens at home. Our
awesome neighbour’s (the green bean, home-made jam, fish giving cake
makers) also gave us “Gorgeous” a late in calf cow who had a heifer
“Adorable”, so we put Sparkle out with the home girls to wean her at 5 odd
weeks after 8 days of feeding her off the front of the quad in the paddock. We
thought it time to stretch out the feedings. Dumb plan LOL Gorgeous now has
2 heifer calves and ungrateful Sparkle wants nothing to do with us.
Do you remember the pathetic orange shabby chic bull “Santa” we rescued
two Christmas’s ago.. Turns out that he throws really beautiful calves and he
is red (granted Devon) look at him now.

 He’s NO Red Poll but
we love him anyway.
Be safe, healthy and
remember to laugh.
Best Wishes
Jamie, Kaye and GP
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Uruguay Update: SOCIEDAD URUGUAYA DE CRIADORES RED POLL.
Hello Helen, it´s a pleasure receive your e-mail.
From Uruguay, the last news is an election of new authorities of Sociedad
Uruguaya de Criadores Red Poll.
I’m the new president. I will be waiting for all your questions and inquiries.
The activities for this year will be:
1. Tour around Uruguayan breeders in farms of RP Uruguay. I hope make it in
July or August. Many Brasilian breeders told to me their interest to make this
tour.
2. Import semen from overseas, in special from NZ!!!!, Australia or USA.
We need genetic variability. Information about companies with capabilities to
export to Uruguay, would be appreciated.
3. Look forward for new breeders. Up to now, is big news when we have a
new one in the north of Uruguay.
4. In the second part of the year, will make a workshop about Red Poll. My
principal goal is a diffusion of good reasons to breed RP (I
need scientific information. Do you have same papers or some things about
it?
5. Finally, I am planning make a trip to NZ and Australia to know
breeders systems there. This trip will be -I hope- in 2020.
At least, I have a lot of work to do!!!!!!!
Sorry for my terrible English, Goodbye,
Ing. Agr. (Mag.) Mariano Fernández Juncal

I

asked

Mariano

a

few

questions

after

I

received

his

email

His reply follows...
Here in Uruguay, there are 10 breeders RP. And there are around 1200 cows.
It seems very poor but, here in Uruguay the Red Poll is breeding from more
than 80 years!!!! The last year we achieve open the herd book, for us this
topic was very important, and we inscribe 20 animals.
Re Bill Hays, nowadays he is in a wheel chair. He is in a good condition now
but is very difficult to move. In spite of that, he is happy and always he
supports me in my presidential trial. - Editor
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EVANLEA REPORT
We have had a very good year with all surplus cattle sold to a variety of
buyers.
The weather was good until mid January and then the dry weather set in. The
temperatures have been on the high side and some farmers have had a hard
time getting through.
Balage and Hay crops have been plentiful this year and will enable most to get
through this dry patch without too much trouble.
We have had a couple of rain showers in the last few days and this will help
and we may see some green in the paddocks.
Calves are due to be weaned in 2 weeks time. They have done well this year
and the bull I used will be kept on for another year. Our thanks to Robin
Thomson for selling him to us.
I have 2 heifers by AI which I am very happy with and they are due to go to
the bull next year. This will help develop a different bloodline through my
herd.
Judy and I look forward to seeing members at the Annual tour and AGM.

Judy & Graeme Evans
Bull calves at Evanlea during Schmiesing’s visit
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HOUTO REPORT
Summer in the north has been very dry but we have had some good falls of
rain locally which has helped to keep the grass growing.
The cows and calves have come through the summer really well and are
looking good as we slide into autumn. I'm hoping that the wet doesn't happen
too quickly and we get some good grass growth to set us up for winter. I'm
happy to say that this season’s hay crop actually made it into the barn after
last season’s crop was nearly washed away in the floods and rotted in the
paddocks due to the wet weather we had at hay making time. It's a much
better feeling going into winter with enough hay in the barn.
My autumn calving cows are due to start calving from the 20th of April so I
will be back into full working mode very quickly once they start. Due to
increasing numbers and limited acres I am offering for sale 8 purebred
heifers, 4 Autumn born heifers sired by Evanlea Orwell and 4 Spring born
heifers sired by Houto Quade. These heifers can be registered if required.
Anyone interested can contact me on 094332324. I would prefer to sell them
to people who were interested in continuing with the breed rather than just
sell them on the open market.
I hope the autumn and winter is kind to all my fellow breeders and fans of
the Red Poll Breed.

Nina Walker

FOR SALE
8 purebred heifers: - 4 Autumn born heifers, sired by Evanlea
Orwell #4659 and 4 Spring born heifers, sired by Houto Quade
#4564.
These heifers can be registered if required.
Contact:

Nina Walker  09 433 2324.
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ROSEMARKIE REPORT
Gosh its almost AGM and Tour time again, not to mention the South African
tour next year. It will be here before we know it. I do hope we can fit in a
week in Kenya as well. It will be the only opportunity we take to visit Africa.
It was great to catch up with Mary Jo and Dan Schmiesing a few weeks ago.
It is always good to hear outside opinions of NZ cattle. Unfortunately time
constraints prevented Dan from visiting our herd too – maybe next time??
Mary Jo and Ann made the most of a bit of window shopping time in
Masterton. I was able to join them for lunch in a local café.
We’ve had a bit of a clear out of cattle lately with 2 mated heifers going to
Rob & Kirsty and two r3 steers and 3 18 month bulls going to the works.
Monty is also destined for the works as he has decided he likes jumping
fences and visiting the neighbours – not good. We have used him 3 times –
(including this season) and he has also stood a season at Neil’s and a season
at Robert’s. He has had a pretty good innings and has left us some nice
females with hopefully a few more next calving.

Helen & Warwick

Rosemarkie Ratakore, G24-12, by R. Trounce Morton, D2-09
out of R. Pride Rata, C6-08
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INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS PHOTOS, June 2017

Wilkshire 1402 Oakwood Zorba 2 son

Café courtyard area at Biltmore Estate

Robin Thomson & friend

Carson Farm’s bull “Big Bucks”

Historic House, Winston-Salem

Barb – Tour Guide & Aaron, Coach driver
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THE INTERNATIONAL RED POLL CONGRESS & TOUR,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 1-25th JUNE 2017, Part 6 (Final)
Monday June 19th, Day Nineteen
The last week begins! Our coach captain, Aaron, informs us that as of last
night our bus had travelled 3,746 miles (around 6,028kms). Today we visit the
Biltmore Estate in Asheville, North Carolina. This consists of 8,000acres within
Appalachia.
The house is huge – around 175,000 square feet. It was built as a family
home for George, Edith and Cornelia Vanderbilt. The architect was Richard
Morris Hunt ans the landscape architect was Frederick Law Olmsted. It took 6
years to build and was officially opened in 1895. Among rooms in the house
are the entrance hall, winter garden, banquet hall, breakfast room, salon,
music room, loggia, library, tapestry gallery, billiard room, smoking room,
bowling alley etc. The music room, in fact, was not finished until 1976.
Female servants lived in the house and male employees lived over the stables.
Each servant had a comfortable, private room – very rare for that period.
Cornelia married the Honourable John Francis Amherst Cecil and they lived
and entertained at Biltmore. The Estate was opened to the public in 1930. It is
still a family business today with the forth & fifth generations involved. There
are more than 2000 employees. There are extensive gardens and walks, a
four star Inn, winery, stables, shops and restaurants.
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From Asheville we were heading to Greensboro for a three night stay. As we
were passing through Statesville we saw a US flag flying (they’re everywhere).
It was a garrison flag which is 20 x 30 feet. It was huge!!
The hotel is a Drury Inn – we dropped off our bags and then returned to the
bus about 5.30pm to go to Winmock
Farm. It has a huge old barn (an ex
Red Poll farm until 1949.) This barn
used to hold 7,000 bales of hay and
had byres each side for 125 cows to
be hand milked.
After the owners death in 1949 the
Red Poll cattle were dispersed. The
farm became owned by the Bahnson
family and continued as a dairy farm.
Winmock Barn (Photo: National Park Service)
In 2010 the barn, granary and (milk) bottling plant was renovated by Sterling
Events group. It is now listed individually in the national register of historic
places. While its exterior remains the same the interior has been sensitively
modernised and provides a stunning venue for weddings and conferences.

[I’m not sure what happened to the main farmlands – Editor]
The grounds have many trees and shrubs, including the very pretty crepe
myrtle which was flowering when we were there. Our dinner was held upstairs
in “mow” (loft) – this is pronounced as mau. Choices of meat were chicken,
salmon or beef.
The bus encountered heavy rain on the way back to the hotel.
Tuesday June 20th, Day Twenty
Today we are visiting Carson Farms. Bob and his
partner, Angel, introduced themselves and then we
went to see his cattle. Although not “organic” they try
to use natural methods of fertilisers and pest control.
Bob runs Red Polls, Angus and Red Poll/Angus
crosses. He had a good sized herd. His bull is called
“Big Bucks”. Carson Farms sponsored our lunch which was held at the Union
Grove Fire Station Hall.
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Next stop was the Laurel Gray Vineyard, Hamptonville in the Yadkin Valley,
North Carolina. This farm has been in the Myers family for 10 generations. In
order to keep it that way Benny & Kim Myers decided to convert the dairy
farm to vineyards. The old milking parlour has been converted into the tasting
room. They also have a shop where they sell wine, own brand condiments
and preserves and a few souvenirs. We also got to see their winery, bottling
plant and barrel room.

Laurel Gray Winery
From the vineyard we headed back to town and a stop at Walmart then to the
Hotel. Dinner was over the road at Darryl’s Wood Fired Grill.
Ross Draper & Gay
Ward (Australia) with
their fruit embellished
drinks at Darryl’s Wood
Fired Grill.
Interesting decor, with
lots of posters.
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Wednesday June 21st, Day Twenty One
This morning we are visiting Winston-Salem. We began with a self guided tour
of the Museum of Early Southern Decorative Arts. There was a broad range of
early arts and crafts on display. From there we went into the original streets
of Old Salem. Some of the houses are lived in and some are static displays
and some are working displays. One in particular that Warwick and I enjoyed
was a gunsmith’s shop. This was as original and still on the site of the original
shop. Lunch was a prepacked box lunch today.

Over the bridge to the streets of Old Salem from the Museum of Southern
Decorative Arts.
I liked the concept of having houses that were still being lived in among those
that were set up as museums – eg the silversmiths. It would have been great
to have a silversmith at work and able to sell small silver spoons etc. There
was a mould for making spoons on view. Plenty of scope for souvenir sales
here!
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Back on the bus and we set off to Wilkshire Red Poll stud owned by Jeff
Wilkins and Dornath Catherine Cooke. Wilkshire is a North Carolina Century
Farm and has been in the family for six generations. From 1950 Jeff’s father
ran it as an Ayrshire dairy farm. When he retired he bought Red Poll cattle. He
liked their looks, easy calving, milking ability, gentleness and successful
production on a forage diet.
Now that Jeff, a qualified veterinarian, has taken over he has aimed to
improve the cattle while retaining the traits listed above. 75% of their calves
are from AI matings, some of which are by overseas sires. He says his farm
equation for success is “Genetics + Phenotypes + EPD’s + DNA testing = High
Quality Red Poll cattle”. He is a great believer in “improve the soil and it will
work for you”. Chicken litter is spread twice a year. Forage consists of many
species rather than a rye grass/clover culture as in New Zealand.
 Wilkshire Cow 51-01 by McMarshall
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The Wilkshire herd of cows were very laid back and a credit to Jeff and his
handlers. It was good to see a large herd with followers. A tasty dinner of
meatloaf, mashed potatoes and beans was washed down with beer and soft
drinks. Back to the hotel about 8.30pm.

Idling away the afternoon at Wilkshire: - L-R Barb (USA tour guide), Helen
Bridson (NZ), Dean Anderson (Canada) and Ayleen Dawes (Australia).
Waiting for dinner at Wilkshire
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Thursday June 22nd, Day Twenty Two
The long journey back to Ohio begins today. On the bus at 9.00am and
travelling through Virginia, named after Elizabeth I, the Virgin Queen. At one
stage we saw Mt Pilot in the distance, near the Andy Griffith’s Museum and
where he lived. We climbed up a big hill, through a tunnel and then down the
other side - heading for West Virginia. Commentary by Dan Schmiesing – if
you lived in West Virginia there were three options open in life – coal mining,
services industry or welfare. A second tunnel was the East River Mountain
Tunnel. Now in West Virginia and continued on downhill past the “Welcome”
sign. Barb played “Country Road” by John Denver – very apt as it is about
returning home to West Virginia.
The capital is Charleston and it’s known as the Mountain State. We stopped
for lunch and a break at the Tamarack Arts and Crafts Centre. Wow!
This is an amazing place - vast circular layout with artisans working in some
areas on the outer rooms of the circle and a wide array of beautiful hand
made (professionally finished) items from sculptures, china, pottery, hand
blown glass, clothing, ornaments, souvenirs, local wines and cordials, books
etc. Lunch was in the onsite café. Very nice, reasonably priced, family style
meals and cabinet food.
This centre is heartily recommended as a stopover if you are passing that
way, and even if you’re not planning to, it would be worth a special side trip.
We just ran out of time – could easily have spent another hour there.
From here we were on our way to Gallipolis. We travelled round the outskirts
of Charleston. Crossed the Kanawha River a couple of times. We arrived back
in Ohio just after 4pm.
Next stop is Bob Evans Farm, Rio Grande, Ohio. This was a 1,000 acre farm.
The homestead (built in 1825) was once a stage stop and inn. A restaurant
was opened in 1961. Bob Evans and his family lived on site for 20 years in the
homestead before it became a museum. The homestead was built from bricks
made from clay from the hill behind it. Homestead Museum, “Sausage Shop”
restaurant, log cabin village, quilt barn etc. There is now a chain of Bob Evans
family restaurants.
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Interestingly, on the wall in the museum, a poster says that Bob Evans was a
fan of grazing cattle outdoors for 12 months of the year – an idea he picked
up in NZ. Said it was the best thing he ever did!
Before dinner we had a talk by the local Cattlemen’s Association President and
the regional Cattlemen’s Association head. Left for Hampton Inn, Gallipolis.
Friday June 23rd, Day Twenty Three
On the bus at 8.15am, ready to depart for Pasture Providence Farm,
owned by Paul and Heather Dorrance. The farm is 111acres with 75 acres
usable. Some of the rest is in conservation planting. The farm follows organic
principles. Their farm motto is “we partner with Creation to produce healthy
food”. The dream is to sell grass finished beef and lamb, non GMO pork,
chicken and turkey. Raccoons are the biggest predators for poultry. They
have a flock of St Croix sheep – a feral breed from the Virgin Islands. A
donkey is run with the cattle and sheep to help keep predators at bay.
Paul was in the Air Force and Heather was a paediatric occupational therapist.
They have given up their careers to concentrate on the farm. They have two
preteen children. Alongside the drive they have several sugar maples. Lunch
was very tasty Red Poll hamburger patties, macaroni and egg/potato salads,
tomato & lettuce.
Current herd sire is Silas, a bull from Dan & Mary Jo Schmiesing. He is by
Mardan Ray’s Promise. He is a frame score 5 ½. Dan says 5.2 – 5.8 is
maximum frame score for grass fed cattle to do well.
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Back on the bus and heading to Dayton. Intermittent showers turned to a
deluge as we approached Dayton. It was the tail end of Cyclone Cindy.
Back to Comfort Suites Hotel where we stayed the first couple of nights –
almost felt like coming home! Manage to get some washing done before we
boarded the bus again to go to Versailles for the Farewell Dinner at the
Versailles Inn.
In the street there were a couple of very nice bronze statues – one of the
artist, Monet, sitting painting at his easel; and a large grouping of musicians –
very realistic. Fortunately the rain had virtually stopped.
Dinner was very nice although the room temperature could have been a little
warmer. Representatives of each country thanked our hosts and said what a
great tour it had been. (Still one day and night to go!)
On return to the hotel about 9.30pm we managed to get the clean washing
into a dryer – what a relief!

Waiting for dinner at the Versailles L-R Dorothy & Bert Hancock (Aus), Alan
Brisdson (NZ), Gay Ward & Ross Draper (Aus), Helen Bridson (NZ), Ayleen &
Robin Dawes (Aus)
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Saturday June 24th, Day Twenty Four
A long day today – 7.45am departure for Dan & Mary Jo Schmiesing’s
Mardan Acres stud. Currently [2017] the stud has about a dozen cows and
fifteen steers. In its heyday there were 60 cows and 90 feedlot steers. Dan
was a bovine veterinarian and Mary Jo was a school teacher, church leader,
vet practice manager and family raiser.
The stud was founded in 1972 but Dan’s family had had Red Polls since 1914
– his grandfather, John – stud “Midway Farm”; Dan’s dad from 1943 –
“Marvel” stud.
Dan and Mary Jo have always raised the type of cattle that fit into a grassbased feeding programme. Replacement heifers are selected at 16 -17
months of age on performance records, EPD’S, phenotype and pedigree.
Mardan Ray’s Promise is a bull they have bred that exemplifies the traits that
Dan is aiming for – he’s in the top 1% for birth weight, top 16% for weaning
weight and top 5% for yearling weight with over 50% accuracy. (This bull has
been used by Robin Thomson in his breeding programme in NZ).

Mardan Acres K Sir Charles by Tamihana Tom’s Kingsley out of an Oakwood
Snowy River granddaughter 
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We were welcomed to Schmiesing’s with tea, coffee and a variety of donuts –
large to extra large! Mary Jo had organised a beautiful display of her
handmade quilts in the barn where we had morning tea.

Lunch was held at a small hall near Dan & Mary Jo’s – chicken or mock turtle
soup; individual salads, then dessert – we were spoilt for choice with pumpkin
pie, apple pie and coconut cream pie. Soft drinks and beer were also
available.
After looking at the cattle we went off for a couple of hours to the Miami
County Fairground where the young handlers at the National Junior Preview
Show were demonstrating their cattle handling skills. Saturday is the fun day
with one of the events being an obstacle course. Large yearlings had to be
taken around the course which included: - putting them onto a trailer, then
into a grooming crush; a walk between two seats, step over two 8”by4” logs;
thread through some haybales and then load onto a covered trailer. This is a
timed event; great fun to watch. Perhaps a cattle class that New Zealand A &
P shows could introduce?
From there it was back to the hotel to put on our NZ dress blue shirts - it does
look good when we all wear them en masse. Then on the bus again and off to
Stonebrook Farms to view their cattle and partake of a “cookout” (BBQ)
hosted by Brent and Stephanie Raines and Greg and Leslie Raines.
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Roy and Reva Eichhorn bought the farm in 1943 and it was run as a dairy
farm with a herd of Brown Swiss cattle. When the dairy pickup changed from
cans to tankers in the early 1960’s the transition began from dairy to beef
with the purchase of some Red Poll cattle. It was considered that they met
the demands of performance, structure and productivity. Daughter, Marilyn
Raines, was an organiser for the USA Tour 20 years ago.
Brent and Stephanie took over the farm in 1982. The family grew their herd
into a strong string that garnered national recognition and several national
champions. Son Greg and daughter in law Leslie have developed a custom
hay baling and wrapping business. Their children are the fifth generation to
call the farm “home”. Unfortunately the farm is slowly being surrounded by
housing areas.
The farm has some very nice cattle with good temperament as the guests
milled in amongst them for a closer look.

 Females at Stonebrook Farms
The evening was very pleasant with around 150 attending, many of whom we
met on our travels around the herds. There was a large marquee roof and a
couple of smaller tens as well. Dinner began with appetisers of sliders, veges,
dips and buffalo wings. This was followed by steak and salads, with those few
who still had room, rounding it all off with a cookie.
Bill and Raewyn Payne were in one of the numbered seats and won a spot
prize of a pair of wine glasses with hand painted Red Poll heads.
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The new Red Poll Ambassador was named as Christa [sorry, no surname] who
is Bill Jackson’s niece. She has been showing for 7 years – 6 shows a year.
Teresa Knight spoke about Christa and said she’d said that “the best thing
about Red Polls is family”. When you see this great camaraderie in whichever
country you’re touring in this is very evident throughout the Red Poll world.
The following morning it was back to the Fairground for the show classes of
the National Junior Preview Show. Classes included various leaders age
groups of led steer, conformation and showmanship. This show is all about
encouraging the kids. Age groups are peewees, juniors and teenagers. Most
classes had 2 -3 entries. Donuts were available for morning tea – delicious!

Well back to the hotel – the final trip on the bus with Barb & Aaron. Some had
already left that morning prior to the Show and others left on return to the
hotel.
Warwick and I went for a final trip around Walmart and I bought a couple of
pairs of jeans to bring home. That evening those of us who were left dined at
the Outback Steakhouse across the road from the hotel as we had on our first
night there before the tour began. The stragglers, us included, were
farewelled by Dan & Mary Jo as we caught the shuttle to the Airport. What a
great time we all had. Red Poll tours are the best way to see any country!
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RED POLL NEWS – FROM JAMAICA
Olivia Scott
Greetings you all from Jamaica.
The 19th annual Minard Livestock Show and Beef Festival was held November
8, 2018 at the Minard Estate in Browns Town, St. Ann in Jamaica. We saw a
record number of about 6000 students from the entire island participating in
various activities including cattle and goat judging, baby chicks raffle, dairy
quiz, and the greatly anticipated goat and calf scramble.
Please find attached highlights of the day from the arrival of students and the
goat scramble activity.

Students disembark to buy tickets

Students find places & check ropes

The race to catch a goat is on

This prize winner gets a goat to take
home and set him up as a future
farmer
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USA NEWS
Hello NZ Red Poll breeders, Helen's persistence has finally won. I am writing a
short note from the US. Most of you know me and "short" is generally what I
am known for. However I will attempt to give you an update about the US
Red Polls. Those of you who were on the World Tour here in 2017 (2 years
already, wow!) will possibly be hearing some of my same comments.
As time continues to go by we are losing some of our old established herds
and we have to wonder where the next great breeders will come from. Times
they are a changing. However I am confident in the diverse genetics of this
heritage breed. 150 years and Red Polls are still around, maybe not in the
numbers we all would like to see but they are here. 75 years ago most Red
Polls in the US were on small dairy farms. The dairies of the US today are
large- 300 to 10,000 cows. The Red Polls that are still kept for milk are in the
families that want their own milk for their house. The Red Poll genetics have
allowed them to transition to beef. The unique fiber muscle length has given
them a natural advantage in tenderness. All the "experts" talk about
developing a moderate size female - Red Polls have that. They talk about
"early maturing" for the people who want to grass feed the animals - Red
Polls have that. The Meat Animal Research Center (MARC) in Nebraska
demonstrated that the tougher the conditions the more the Red Polls stand
out for their innate efficiency. All these natural attributes I feel will insure the
future of the Red Poll breed. Now off my soapbox!
This past winter has been relatively normal for the US which means it was
abnormal. From the plains through the south and up the east coast it has
been extremely wet - up to twice the normal rainfall (our Aussie friends would
like a little of it). 4-5 years ago the center of the US (cattle country) was
devastated by a drought and the US cattle herd was cut by 20%. The experts
said it would take 6-7 years to recover the numbers, it took 3. The US is now
producing more beef than ever. In the 1950s the average steer went to
market at 950#, today it is close to 1300#. With the same number of head
that is a lot of extra beef. Where does the Red Polls fit into this? 2 ways - we
are the only heritage beef that can compete with the major breeds on a
quality yet efficient animal. Also the Red Polls more and more are finding a
niche in the home freezer or the small exclusive restaurants. Maybe this is
our future. I do not know but Red Polls will persevere.
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This past winter we had 2 "polar vortices" that produced a minus 24 degree
Centigrade temps. (We were smart or lucky enough to be in NZ for one of
these.) We did not have these when I was a kid or at least we did not have
fancy names for them. Now they name every front that comes across.
While we have lost a few of the older Red Poll breeders we are fortunate to
have a few younger breeders step up to the plate. It is our hope that they will
continue to raise and promote this very unique breed of cattle.
This has probably not been what you expect from a country report but I have
never been one to do things in an expectant fashion. Anytime anyone wants
to come to the US stop in and I will gladly take you to see some Red Poll
herds with varying management programs.
Thank you

Dan and Mary Jo Schmiesing,
Mardan Acres
Schmiesing’s Recent Visit to NZ
Recently Dan & Mary Jo came to NZ for 10 days. While they were here Robin
Thomson and Ann Blackler brought them down to see the Wairarapa
breeders.
Robert & Kirsty hosted us all for a BBQ meal on the Sunday night. On the
Monday morning 3 Wairarapa herds were visited – Graeme & Judy Evans’, Neil
Wilton’s and Robert McLeod and Kirsty Loveday’s. It was good morning
viewing cattle.

Mary Jo Schmiesing, Ann Blackler, Robin Thomson, Rob McLeod & Dan Schmiesing
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UK BIOGRAPHY – Joy Broughton (Archivist UK RP Society)
My name is Joy Broughton, I live in Brogborough, Bedfordshire & I started
Milk Recording in 2017 when I moved here from Northamptonshire.
I was born in Lancashire & brought up between Africa & North Wales where I
was sent to school, and a million miles from any kind of farming!
Despite that fact I have always loved cows, but it wasn’t until about 1985,
after producing 3 children that I got the chance to rear calves on a farm near
Moulton, Northants, that also had a small pedigree Simmental herd.
Since then I have worked with, and shown, a number of different breeds.
In 2006 I took on a Red Poll cow with her calf to show for a friend, who then
gave her to me in 2007. In May of that year this cow produced us a heifer calf
which was the founding animal of the Nobody Herd.
From then on Red Polls have rather taken over our lives. My partner Trevor
and I now have a small herd of 6 cows and their associated followers. Over
the past 10 years we have done a lot of showing, where we have had some
success and have been lucky enough to have bred a few bulls good enough
for breeding.
All of my time has been spent with Beef herds and with Red Polls in the dual
purpose sector, so working with Dairy cows has been a whole new
experience, but cows are cows and I love them all – my AFM Jenny Bellamy is
a huge help and has taught me a lot.
For the last 6 years or so I have sat on council of the Red Poll Cattle Society,
am Field Officer for the middle part of the country, look after the Society
Archive and am also on the Society Judging Panel.
I enjoy driving around the country looking at cattle for one reason or another,
but it leaves little time for other hobbies that are not cattle related, but I do
enjoy researching my Family History…… you never know … I may find a
farmer or an “AG Lab” in there one day!
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Joy Broughton’s cattle “at home”

Photo: Joy Broughton

Photos Back Cover:

Top:

Joy Broughton (UK) leading her 15 month bull, Nobody’s Kingdom.
Trophy being presented by UK Secretary, Ray Bowler’s wife, Suzanne
at the Herts. Show, UK

Bottom: Halcyon Hill Sir Cumin # 4636 by Tamihana Tom CP (AI) #4521 ex
Tamihana Lady Harlow #12210.

(Note that white bits on coat are bird strike! Ed)
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